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He was confident that if he attempted flight and escaped ____________
against some of these dusky wretches, they would speedily detect his trail
and run him to the ground.

1.

(run)

running

Moved some illustrations to avoid ____________ up paragraphs of text.2.
(break)

breaking

There wasn't a second to lose ____________ the problem as to why she
would not come up and save herself.
3.

(ponder)
pondering

We contemplate ____________ a couple of months at Geneva.4. (pass)passing

Their voices sounded hoarse and smothered, and a despairing feeling was
creeping into their hearts, but they kept on ____________.
5.

(shout)shouting

But he couldn't risk ____________ Kitty in any danger.6. (involve)involving

Or look here, would you mind ____________ straight by yourself to the
railway station?
7.

(go)
going

The lower portion of the bandage should be made quite tight, to prevent it
____________ up.
8.

(slip)slipping

And I shall have a human being who belongs to me, who knows that he
belongs to me, and for whose sake it is worth while to keep on ____________
in this world.

9.

(live)
living

How he avoids ____________ out his own brains in his travels I have not
been able to understand.
10.

(knock)
knocking

I wish I could avoid ____________ that there are others that seem to me
entirely unworthy of their author, at least for any other purpose than that of
boiling the pot.

11.

(add)

adding

The officers in charge must indeed be very confident that they had figured
to a fraction to thus risk ____________ precious ammunition.
12.

(waste)wasting
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She could imagine ____________ down on her knees to him, winding
herself about him, only she must have the climax ready so that at the same
second she would destroy both his love and career.

13.

(go)

going

I have, indeed, purposely avoided ____________ from any other book
and using material collected by anyone else.
14.

(quote)
quoting

He enjoys ____________ about religion and is quite an interesting and
intelligent person to talk with.
15.

(talk)
talking

He abhorred ____________ with all his soul.16. (lie)lying

If Mrs. Burton is willing, of course I shall enjoy ____________ or
____________ with you.
17.

(walk) (sail)
walking

sailing

Winning or losing money with them was a mere pastime, and they
seemed to enjoy ____________ about as much as winning.
18.

(lose)losing

Well, the two kept on ____________ all these years like strangers.19. (act)acting

All I remember is sailing in a great ship, when a storm arose, and it was
wrecked, and not one soul escaped ____________ but me.
20.

(drown)drowning
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